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Abstract

A new way of constructing (minimal) perfect hash functions is described. The technique con-
siderably reduces the overhead associated with resolving buckets in two-level hashing schemes.
Evaluating a hash function requires just one multiplication and a few additions apart from
primitive bit operations. The number of accesses to memory is two, one of which is to a fixed
location. This improves the probe performance of previous minimal perfect hashing schemes,
and is shown to be optimal. The hash function description (“program”) for a set of size n
occupies O(n) words, and can be constructed in expected O(n) time.

1 Introduction

This paper deals with classes of hash functions which are perfect for the n-subsets of the finite
universe U = {0, . . . , u− 1}. For any S ∈

(
U
n

)
– the subsets of U of size n – a perfect class contains

a function which is 1-1 on S (“perfect” for S). We consider perfect classes with range {0, . . . , a−1}.
A perfect class of hash functions can be used to construct static dictionaries (data structures

storing sets S ∈
(
U
n

)
and supporting membership queries, “u ∈ S?”): Store a function h which

is 1-1 on the set, S, and for each element s ∈ S, store s in entry h(s) of an a-element table. A
membership query on s is processed by comparing s to entry h(s) in the table. The attractiveness
of using perfect hash functions for this purpose depends on several characteristics of the class.

1. The efficiency of evaluation, in terms of computation and the number of probes into the
description.

2. How hard is it to find a perfect function in the class?

3. How close to n can we choose a, the range of the functions?

4. How much space is required to store a function?

It turns out that, for suitable perfect classes of hash functions, the answers to all of these
questions are satisfactory in the sense that it is possible to do (more or less) as well as one could
hope for. Nevertheless, theoretically optimal schemes have seen limited use in practice, being
substituted by heuristics which typically work well. It is thus still of interest to find classes with
good properties from a theoretical as well as from a practical point of view.
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This paper presents a simple perfect class of hash functions which, in a unit-cost word RAM
model with multiplication, matches the best results regarding items 2 and 3 above, and at the
same time improves upon the best known efficiency of evaluation. The (constant) amount of
computation required is about halved, and the number of non-oblivious probes into the function
description (probes depending on the argument to the function and/or previous probes) is reduced
from two to one, which is optimal. The latter is particularly important if the perfect hash function
resides on secondary storage where seek time is the dominant cost. The class is surpassed in space
usage (by rigorously analyzed schemes) only by classes which are quite complicated and inefficient
with respect to the evaluation of the function. Altogether, the class is believed to be attractive in
practice.

1.1 Previous Work

Czech, Havas and Majewski provide a comprehensive survey of perfect hashing [3]. We review some
of the most important results.

Fredman, Komlós and Szemerédi [8] showed that it is possible to construct space efficient
perfect hash functions with range a = O(n) which can be evaluated in constant time. Their model
of computation is a word RAM where an element of U fits into one machine word 3, and with unit
cost arithmetic operations and memory lookups. Henceforth we will concentrate on hash functions
with range a = O(n) which can be evaluated in constant time in this model of computation.

An FKS hash function description occupies O(n) machine words. At the expense of an extra
level of indirect addressing, it can be turned into a minimal perfect hash function, that is, one
with range a = n. The description size is then 6n words (in a straightforward implementation),
and three words are probed during evaluation. Schmidt and Siegel [12] utilize compact encoding
techniques to compress the description to the optimal O(n+ log log u) bits. The scheme is hard to
implement, and the evaluation time is prohibitive (although constant). Their scheme is thus mainly
of theoretical interest. In the following, we will consider classes whose functions can be stored in
O(n) machine words.

The fastest algorithm for deterministically constructing a perfect hash function with constant
lookup time runs in time O(n log n) [11]. Randomized construction algorithms offer better expected
performance. An FKS perfect hash function can be constructed in expected time O(n) if the
algorithm has access to a source of random bits.

Some work on minimal perfect hashing has been done under the assumption that the algorithm
can pick and store truly random functions [2, 9]. Since the space requirements for truly random
functions makes this unsuitable for implementation, one has to settle for pseudo-random functions
in practice. Empirical studies show that limited randomness properties are often as good as total
randomness. Fox et al. [6, 7] studied some classes which share several features with the one
presented here. Their results indicate convincing practical performance, and suggest that it is
possible to bring down the storage requirements further than proved here. However, it should
be warned that doing well in most cases may be much easier than doing well in the worst case.
In [3, Sect. 6.7] it is shown that three published algorithms for constructing minimal perfect hash
functions, claiming (experimentally based) expected polynomial running times, had in fact expected
exponential running times. But bad behavior was so rare that it had not been encountered during
the experiments.

3This is not a serious limitation, since universal classes provide (efficient) perfect hash functions with O(logn +
log log u) bit description and range O(n2). This means that the universe in question can be reduced to size O(n2).
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1.2 The Tarjan-Yao Displacement Scheme

The class of hash functions presented here can be seen as a variation of an early perfect class of
hash functions due to Tarjan and Yao [13]. Their class requires a universe of size u = O(n2)
(which they improve to u = O(nc) for constant c > 2). The idea is to split the universe into blocks
of size O(n), each of which is assigned a “displacement” value. The ith element within the jth block
is mapped to i + dj , where dj is the displacement value of block j. Suitable displacement values
can always be found, but in general displacement values (and thus hash table size) larger than n
may be required. A “harmonic decay” condition on the distribution of elements within the blocks
ensures that suitable displacement values in the range {0, . . . , n} can be found, and that they can
in fact be found “greedily” in decreasing order of the number of elements within the blocks. To
achieve harmonic decay, Tarjan and Yao first perform a displacement “orthogonal” to the other.
The central observation of this paper is that a reduction of the universe to size O(n2), as well as
harmonic decay, can be achieved using universal hash functions. Or equivalently, that buckets in a
(universal) hash table can be resolved using displacements.

j d

i+d

i

j

j

Figure 1: Tarjan-Yao displacement scheme

2 A Perfect Class of Hash Functions

The concept of universality [1] plays an important role in the analysis of our class. We use the
following notation.

Definition 1 A class of functions Hr = {h1, . . . , hk}, hi : U → {0, . . . , r − 1}, is c-universal if for
any x, y ∈ U , x 6= y,

Pr
i

[hi(x) = hi(y)] ≤ c/r .

It is (c, 2)-universal if for any x, y ∈ U , x 6= y, and p, q ∈ {0, . . . , r − 1},

Pr
i

[hi(x) = p and hi(y) = q] ≤ c/r2 .

Many such classes with constant c are known, see e.g. [4]. For our application the important thing to
note is that there are universal classes that allow efficient storage and evaluation of their functions.
More specifically, O(log u) (and even O(log n + log log u)) bits of storage suffice, and a constant
number of simple arithmetic and bit operations are enough to evaluate the functions. Furthermore,
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c is typically in the range 1 ≤ c ≤ 2. Henceforth we will refer to such efficient universal families
only.

The second ingredient in the class definition is a displacement function. Generalizing Tarjan
and Yao’s use of integer addition, we allow the use of any group structure on the blocks. It is
assumed that the elements {0, . . . , a − 1} of a block correspond to (distinct) elements in a group
(G,�, e), such that group operations may be performed on them. We assume the group operation
and element inversion to be computable in constant time.

Definition 2 A displacement function for a group (G,�, e) is a function of the form x 7→ x � d
for d ∈ G. The element d is called the displacement value of the function.

In the following it may be helpful to simply think of the displacement functions as addition modulo
a. We are ready to define the class.

Definition 3 Let (G,�, e) be a group, D ⊆ G a set of displacement values, and let Ha and Hb be
cf - and cg-universal, respectively. We define the following class of functions from U to G:

H(�, D, a, b) = {h | h(x) = f(x)� dg(x), f ∈ Ha, g ∈ Hb, di ∈ D for i = 0, . . . , b− 1} .

Evaluation of a function in H(�, D, a, b) consists of using a displacement function, determined by
g(x), on the value f(x). In terms of the Tarjan-Yao scheme, g assigns a block number to each
element of U , and f determines its number within the block. The next section will show that when
a > cfn/4 and b ≥ 2cgn, it is possible to find f , g and displacement values such that the resulting
function is perfect. The class requires storage of b displacement values. Focusing on instances with
a reasonable memory usage, we from now on assume that b = O(n) and that elements of D can be
stored in one machine word.

The range of functions in H(�, D, a, b) is {x � d | x ∈ {0, . . . , a − 1}, d ∈ D}. The size of this
set depends on the group in question and the set D. Since our interest is in functions with range
n (or at most O(n)), we assume a ≤ n. In Sect. 3.2 the issue of classes with larger range is briefly
treated.

Our class (with group operator addition modulo n and D = {0, . . . , n− 1}) is a special case of
the class defined in [5, Section 4]. There, several interesting properties of randomly chosen functions
from the class are exhibited, but the issue of finding perfect functions in the class is not addressed.

2.1 Analysis

This section gives a constructive (but randomized) method for finding perfect hash functions in the
class H(�, D, a, b) for suitable D, a and b. The key to the existence of proper displacement values
is a certain “goodness” condition on f and g. Let B(g, i) = {x ∈ S | g(x) = i} denote the elements
in the ith block given by g.

Definition 4 Let r ≥ 1. A pair (f, g) ∈ Ha ×Hb, is r-good (for S) if

1. The function x 7→ (f(x), g(x)) is 1-1 on S, and

2.
∑

i,|B(g,i)|>1 |B(g, i)|2 ≤ n/r .

The first condition says that f and g successfully reduce the universe to size ab (clearly, if (f(x1), g(x1)) =
(f(x2), g(x2)) then regardless of displacement values, x1 and x2 collide). The second condition im-
plies the harmonic decay condition of Tarjan and Yao (however, it is not necessary to know their
condition to understand what follows). We show a technical lemma, estimating the probability of
randomly finding an r-good pair of hash functions.
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Lemma 5 Assume a ≥ cfn/4r and b ≥ 2cgrn. For any S ∈
(
U
n

)
, a randomly chosen pair (f, g) ∈

Ha ×Hb is r-good for S with positive probability, namely more than (1− 2cgrn
b )(1− cfn

4ra ).

Proof. By cg-universality, the expected value for the sum
∑

i

(|B(g,i)|
2

)
=
∑
{u,v}∈(S2),g(u)=g(v) 1

is bounded by
(
n
2

) cg
b <

cgn2

2b , so applying Markov’s inequality, the sum has value less than n/4r
with probability > 1 − 2cgrn

b . Since |B(g, i)|2 ≤ 4
(|B(g,i)|

2

)
for |B(g, i)| > 1, we then have that∑

i,|B(g,i)|>1 |B(g, i)|2 ≤ n/r. Given a function g such that these inequalities hold, we would like
to bound the probability that x 7→ (f(x), g(x)) is 1-1 on S. By reasoning similar to before, we
get that for randomly chosen f the expected number of collisions among elements of B(g, i) at
most

(|B(g,i)|
2

)
cf/a. Summing over i we get the expected total number of collisions to be less than

cfn/4ra. Hence there is no collision with probability more than 1− cfn
4ra . By the law of conditional

probabilities, the probability of fulfilling both r-goodness conditions can be found by multiplying
the probabilities found. 2

We now show that r-goodness is sufficient for displacement values to exist, by means of a
constructive argument in the style of [13, Theorem 1]:

Theorem 6 Let (f, g) ∈ Ha ×Hb be r-good for S ∈
(
U
n

)
, r ≥ 1, and let |D| ≥ n. Then there exist

displacement values d0, . . . , db−1 ∈ D, such that x 7→ f(x)� dg(x) is 1-1 on S.

Proof. Note that displacement di is used on the elements {f(x) | x ∈ B(g, i)}, and that any
h ∈ H(�, D, a, b) is 1-1 on each B(g, i). We will assign the displacement values one by one, in
non-increasing order of |B(g, i)|. At the kth step, we will have displaced the k − 1 largest sets,
{B(g, i) | i ∈ I}, |I| = k − 1, and want to displace the set B(g, j) such that no collision with
previously displaced elements occurs. If |B(g, j)| ≤ 1 this is trivial since |D| ≥ n, so we assume
|B(g, j)| > 1. The following claim finishes the proof:

Claim 7 If |B(g, j)| > 1, then with positive probability, namely more than 1− 1
r , a randomly chosen

d ∈ D displaces B(g, j) with no collision.

Proof. The displacement values which are not available are those in the set

{f(x)−1 � f(y)� di | x ∈ B(g, j), y ∈ B(g, i), i ∈ I} .

It has size ≤ |B(g, j)|
∑

i∈I |B(g, i)| <
∑

i,|B(g,i)|>1 |B(g, i)|2 ≤ n/r, using first non-increasing order,
|B(g, j)| > 1, and then r-goodness. Hence there must be more than (1− 1

r )|D| good displacement
values in D. 2

Lemma 5 implies that when a ≥ ( cf4r + ε)n and b ≥ (2cgr + ε)n, an r-good pair of hash
functions can be found (and verified to be r-good) in expected time O(n). The proof of Theorem
6, and in particular Claim 7, shows that for a 1 + ε-good pair (f, g), the strategy of trying random
displacement values in D successfully displaces all blocks with more than one element in expected
1/ε attempts per block. When O(n) random elements of D can be picked in O(n) time, this runs
in expected time O(n/ε) = O(n). Finally, if displacing all blocks with only one element is easy (as
is the case in the examples we look at in Sect. 2.2), the whole construction runs in expected time
O(n).

For a 1-good pair (f, g), Theorem 6 just gives the existence of proper displacement values.
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2.2 Instances of the Class

We defined our class at a rather abstract level, so let us look at some specific instances. In particular,
the choice of group and set of displacement values is treated. For simplicity, we use universal classes
with constant 1. The number of displacement values, b, must be at least 2n to ensure existence
of perfect functions, and at least (2 + ε)n, ε > 0, for expected linear time construction. For
convenience, self-contained definitions of the classes are given.

Addition

The set of integers with addition is a very natural choice of group. For D = {0, . . . , n− 1}, we get
the class:

HZ = {h | h(x) = f(x) + dg(x), f ∈ Hn/4, g ∈ Hb, 0 ≤ di < n for i = 0, . . . , b− 1}}

The range of hash functions in the class is {0, . . . , 5
4n− 2}, so it is not minimal.

Addition Modulo n

The previous class can be made minimal at the expense of a computationally more expensive group
operator, addition modulo n:

HZn = {h | h(x) = (f(x) + dg(x)) mod n, f ∈ Hn, g ∈ Hb, 0 ≤ di < n for i = 0, . . . , b− 1}}

Note that since the argument to the modulo n operation is less than 2n, it can be implemented
using one comparison and one subtraction.

Bitwise Exclusive Or

The set of bit strings of length ` = dlog ne form the group Z`2 under the operation of bitwise exclusive
or, denoted by ⊕. We let {0, . . . , n− 1} correspond to `-bit strings of their binary representation,
and get

H
Z
`
2

= {h | h(x) = f(x)⊕ dg(x), f ∈ H2`−1 , g ∈ Hb, di ∈ {0, 1}` for i = 0, . . . , b− 1}

The range of functions in this class is (corresponds to) the numbers {0, . . . , 2` − 1}. It is thus only
minimal when n is a power of two. However, for b ≥ 4n2/2`, displacement values can be chosen
such that elements of the set are mapped to {0, . . . , n − 1}: All displacement values for sets with
more than one element can be chosen from 0{0, 1}`−1, and single elements can be displaced to any
value desired. Since some elements not in the set might map outside {0, . . . , n − 1}, a check for
values larger than n− 1 must be inserted.

2.2.1 Construction Time

The discussion in Sect. 2.1 implies that perfect functions in the above classes can be found efficiently.
Also note that it is possible to “pack” all displacement values into bdlog ne bits.

Theorem 8 Let S ∈
(
U
n

)
and take ε > 0. A perfect hash function in the classes HZ, HZn and H

Z
`
2
,

with storage requirement (2 + ε)n words (or (2 + ε)ndlog ne bits), can be found in expected time
O(n).

Pseudo-code for the construction algorithm and evaluation function of HZn is given in Appendix
A.
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3 Variants

This section describes some variants of the basic scheme presented in the previous section.

3.1 Two Hash Functions for the Price of One

In the introduction we promised a class that was not only efficient with respect to the number of
probes into the description, but also with respect to the amount of computation involved. It would
seem that the evaluation of hash functions f and g makes the computational cost of the scheme
presented here comparable to that of e.g. the FKS scheme. However, we have one advantage that
can be exploited: The hash functions used are fixed in advance, as opposed to other schemes where
the choice of second hash function depends on the value of the first. We will show how to “simulate”
our two universal hash functions with a single (c, 2)-universal hash function.

Definition 9 Let V = {0, . . . , ab−1}. Functions pf : V → {0, . . . , a−1} and pg : V → {0, . . . , b−1}
are said to decompose V if the map x 7→ (pf (x), pg(x)) is 1-1 on V .

Let Hab be a class of (c, 2)-universal hash functions with range {0, . . . , ab− 1}, and let pf and
pg decompose {0, . . . , ab− 1}. It is not hard to show that {pf ◦ h | h ∈ Hab} and {pg ◦ h | h ∈ Hab}
are (c, 2)-universal, and hence also c-universal. However, because of possible dependencies, this will
not directly imply that (pf ◦h, pg ◦h) is r-good with positive probability, for random h ∈ Hab. But
we now show that, with a small penalty in the number of displacement values, this is the case.

Lemma 5b Let Hab be a (c, 2)-universal class, and let pf and pg decompose {0, . . . , ab−1}. Assume
ab ≥ cn(n + 4ra)/2. For any S ∈

(
U
n

)
, a pair (pf ◦ h, pg ◦ h) with randomly chosen h ∈ Hab, is

r-good for S with positive probability, namely more than 1− cn(n+4ra)
2ab .

Proof. When choosing h ∈ H uniformly at random, the expected number of collisions between
pairs of elements in S is ≤

(
n
2

)
c/ab < cn2

2ab . Hence a collision occurs with probability less than
cn2

2ab . Using injectivity of the decomposition functions, the same holds for x 7→ ((pf ◦ h)(x), (pg ◦
h)(x)). Since {pg ◦ h | h ∈ Hab} is c-universal, the argument in the proof of Lemma 5 shows that∑

i,|B(pg◦h,i)|>1 |B(pg ◦ h, i)|2 > n/r occurs with probability less than 2crn
b . Since cn2

2ab + 2crn
b =

cn(n+4ra)
2ab , the stated probability of r-goodness follows. 2

For a = n this means that b = 5c
2 n is enough to ensure the existence of a 1-good pair (pf ◦h, pg ◦h).

For b = (5c
2 + ε)n a 1 + ε′-good pair, where ε′ < ε/2c, can be found in an expected constant number

of attempts.
Decomposition of {0, . . . , ab − 1} can be done efficiently when a or b is a power of two. Then

pf and pg simply pick out appropriate bits. More generally, pf (u) = u div b, pg(u) = u mod b, and
pf (u) = u mod a, pg(u) = u div a are natural choices for decomposing the range of h.

Returning to the claim in the introduction, we use the (1, 2)-universal class of Dietzfelbinger [4],
which requires just one multiplication, one addition and some simple bit operations when the range
has size a power of two. Choose a and b as powers of two satisfying ab ≥ (n(n + 4a) + ε)/2, and
it is easy to compute pf and pg. Since, by Sect. 2.2, the complexity of the displacement function
can be low, we have argued that (apart from a few less expensive operations) one multiplication
suffices.
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3.2 Larger Range

We have focused on perfect hash functions with range O(n), since these have the most applications.
It is, however, straightforward to generalize the classes we have seen to ones with range a = ω(n).
The number of displacement values necessary is in general b = O(n2/a) (note that for a ≥ n2 a
universal class in itself is perfect). The differences to the theory seen so far are:

• r-goodness is generalized so that the second requirement is
∑

i,|B(g,i)|>1 |B(g, i)|2 ≤ a/r.

• The set of displacement values must have size at least a.

4 Proof of Probe Optimality

This section serves to prove that one cannot in general do better than two probes into the description
of a perfect hash function. Of course, for large word length, w, one probe does suffice: If w ≥
dlog ne + du/be then a bitmap of the whole set, as well as rank information in each word, can be
put into b words, and one-probe perfect minimal hashing is easy. Also, if a perfect hash function
can be described in w bits, one probe obviously suffices. These bounds are close to optimal.

Theorem 10 Let H = {h1, . . . , hk}, hi : U → {0, . . . , a − 1}, where u ≥ 2a, be a class of perfect
hash functions for

(
U
n

)
, n ≥ 2. Assume that the functions can be described using b words of size

w ≥ log u, and can be evaluated using one word-probe. Then w ≥ cn2/a
1+ab/u − 1, where c > 0 is a

constant.

Proof. Denote by Ui the subset of U for which word i is probed. We will choose B ⊆ {0, . . . , b−1}
such that UB = ∪i∈BUi has size at least 2a. By the pigeon hole principle, B can be chosen to have
size d2ab

u e. The crucial observation is that the words given by B must contain enough information to
describe a perfect hash function for any n-subset of UB. By [10, Theorem III.2.3.6] such a description
requires at least n(n−1)

2a ln 2 −
n(n−1)

2|UB | ln 2 − 1 ≥ n(n−1)
4a ln 2 − 1 bits. Therefore (1 + 2ab

u )w ≥ |B|w ≥ n(n−1)
4a ln 2 − 1,

from which the stated bound follows. 2

Corollary 11 In the setting of Theorem 10, if a = O(n) then either w = Ω(n), or b = Ω(u/n)
words are necessary.

5 Conclusion and Open Problems

We have seen that displacements, together with universal hash functions, form the basis of very effi-
cient (minimal) perfect hashing schemes. The efficiency of evaluation is very close to the lowest one
conceivable, in that the number of probes into the description is optimal and only one “expensive”
arithmetic operation is needed.

The space consumption in bits, although quite competitive with that of other evaluation-efficient
schemes, is a factor of Θ(log n) from the theoretical lower bound [10, Theorem III.2.3.6]. As
mentioned in the introduction, some experiments suggest that the space consumption for this kind
of scheme may be brought close to the optimum by simply having fewer displacement values. It
would be interesting to extend the results of this paper in that direction: Can low space consumption
be achieved in the worst case, or just in the average case? Which randomness properties of the
hash functions are needed to lower the number of displacement values? Answering such questions
may help to further bring together the theory and practice of perfect hashing.
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A Construction Algorithm and Evaluation Function

Pseudo-code for the HZn construction algorithm and evaluation function follows below. Parameter
ε must be greater than 0, the expected running time is inversely proportional to ε. The permutation
P can be found in linear time using bucket-sort. Note that the modulo operation is assumed to
compute the smallest non-negative remainder.

function Construct(S, b, ε)
n := |S|;
if b < (2 + ε)(1 + ε)n then return ’Too few displacement values’;
repeat

Pick f at random in a 1-universal class with range {0, . . . , n− 1};
Pick g at random in a 1-universal class with range {0, . . . , b− 1};
for i := 0 to b− 1 do B[i] := {s ∈ S | g(s) = i};
Find permutation P such that |B[P [i]]| ≥ |B[P [i+ 1]]| for i = 0, . . . , b− 2;
m := max{i | |B[P [i]]| > 1};

until (|B[P [0]]|2 + · · ·+ |B[P [m]]|2 ≤ n
1+ε) and (f is 1-1 on each B[i]);

for i := 0 to n− 1 do T [i] :=false; /* Marks occupied table entries */

for i := 0 to m do
repeat

Pick d ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1} at random;
until (T [(f(s) + d) mod n]=false for each s ∈ B[P [i]]);
D[P [i]] := d;
for each s ∈ B[P [i]] do T [(f(s) + d) mod n] :=true;

end;

Set E[1], . . . , E[k] to the k distinct values where T [E[i]]=false;
for i := m+ 1 to m+ k do

Take (the unique) s ∈ B[P [i]];
D[P [i]] := (E[i−m]− f(s)) mod n;

end;

return (f, g,D, n);
end;

function Evaluate(u, f, g,D, n)
return (f(u) +D[g(u)]) mod n;

end;
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